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Listening Leaders

What percentage of your time with others are
you talking and what percentage are you

listening? 

 
I don’t ask that for a “correct” answer because there really isn’t

one, but it’s good to think about that occasionally.  I often find

that leaders, because they are trying to get things done, move

initiatives forward, get others on board with change, etc. spend

a lot of time talking and often don’t have as much time to just

listen to others.  

  

As you go through the next week, just pay attention to how

often you are asking your staff questions that truly open the

door for them to share with you.  What kinds of things do you

 

 
 

 
 

 
If this topic interests you,
here’s another great article
to read about being a
Listening Leader:

 

Stories of Leaders
Who Listened 

mailto:joykacik@kacikconsulting.com?subject=I%27d%20like%20a%20FREE%20consultation!
http://www.strategy-business.com/blog/Why-Leaders-Who-Listen-Achieve-Breakthroughs?gko=afbd4
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want them to share?  Well, often times folks are unwilling to tell

the boss what they think might not make the boss happy. 

Therefore, what do you get – you get what people think you

want to hear, rather than what you need to hear. 

  

So how do you get folks to talk so that you can listen?  First,

remember, if you ask for honest feedback or information and

opinions, and then you disagree with what you hear in one

form or another, then those folks will likely not open up with

you in the future.  It’s ok to disagree with what they say, just

continue asking questions first.  Be genuinely curious. Wait to

“discuss” it with them and just ask and keep asking.  Then you

might say, “This is all really great information”. Let me chew on

this or think about this a bit.  

  

Here are some great questions to try:

What do you need to do your job more efficiently or

productively?

What creates the greatest challenge for you on a daily

basis?

What’s working really well?

What could work better?  Then follow-up and ask, “What

would you do to make it better?”

How can I help or what can I do to help?

When someone shares a problem or challenge, ask,

“Why is that?”  Then, when they give you an answer,

ask “And why is that?”  Ask “why” five times at least.  It’s

actually a process called “The Five Why’s” that is

designed to get to the root cause of problems so you’re

actually working on the right problem. 

Here’s an example: 

  

     What’s not working?

We’re not getting orders to customers on time.

     Why?

 

 
Elizabeth Doty is a former
lab fellow of Harvard
University’s Edmond J. Safra
Center for Ethics and
founder of Leadership
Momentum, a consultancy
that focuses on the practical
challenges of keeping
organizational commitments.
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Because the machine often shuts down which puts us

behind schedule.

Why is the machine shutting down?

Because a part gets overheated.

Why is that part getting overheated?

Because the oil pump is inefficient.

Why is the oil pump inefficient?

Because the oil filter gets clogged?

Why is the oil filter getting clogged?

Because changing the oil filter is not on the regular

maintenance schedule.

As you can see, solving the problem requires

getting to the root of the matter, which is often not

obvious in any industry or business. 
  

So once you get people talking to you, what should you be

listening for?  Here are a few ideas: 
 

1. Great ideas that could save money, improve efficiency,

morale, employee engagement, collaboration, etc.  You

name it!

2. Complaints that actually show a need you could fill or a

gap between reality and the ideal that creates

opportunity for you and your team to shine by creating

the solution to fill that gap or that need

3. Creative ways people are solving problems or

generating next level methods or procedures that you

can share with upper management to highlight the

performance of your team (which, if you read my

newsletter from March 2019 – The Secret to

Recognition as a Leader which you can find on my

website or 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/bc0b38_cd4980f0630241de8689e4277a9b8c12.pdf
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4. What obstacles are in the way of your employees or

customers – something which often times requires the

authority or clout of someone at your level to remove

5. What employees are doing that you need to reward,

recognize, promote to others to help them gain

recognition for promotions down the road

6. Where employees have stepped up or gone above and

beyond that begs recognition

7. Who on your team has what strengths – so you can tap

them to help solve a problem that needs a particular

strength, or for succession planning or for special

assignments

8. Who has leadership skills, people-management skills or

an exceptional command of technical issues

  

Where and how do you create the opportunities for this type of

listening and building rapport and relationships with your

employees, you ask?  In the book In Search of Excellence:

Lessons from America’s Best-Run Companies by Tom Peters

and Robert H. Waterman, they highlight a practice called 
 

MANAGEMENT BY WANDERING AROUND

  

MBWA is the practice of getting out from behind your desk,

wandering around to workstations and employees, observing,

asking questions and talking to employees one on one.  The

higher up the ladder you are on the org chart, the more this is

actually a good idea and one that leaders in some of the best-

run companies actually employ. 

  

So get out there!  Find out what is waiting for you to discover! 

  

The hard work of listening requires getting out of the habit of

doing vs. listening and assessing what you are hearing. 

Listening requires that you stop talking – which is easier said

than done and which requires conscious, deliberate behavior. 

It also requires not just hearing the words, but listening for
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Success Across the
Generations 
by Guest Contributor
Peggy Bud. 
 

August 
The Success of
Teamwork 
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what is not being said, which may beg another question to get

the person to open up and share what they may be reluctant

about.  It also means listening for the deeper meaning and

reading between the lines and then, guess what, asking more

questions.  Remember, be CURIOUS as a leader! 

  

Deep listening also means listening without an agenda, without

interrupting, pausing to think about what was just said and not

rushing off to the next topic, but fully exploring what you are

hearing from the person. 

  

Sometimes, leaders don’t like listening because they interpret

what they are hearing as complaining, which nobody really

likes.  Here’s another perspective to adopt when you are faced

with complaints.  Is the complaint an indicator of a bigger

problem?  It may be a clue that major systems are not working

or being implemented for maximum efficiency, productivity,

accuracy, etc.  Systems may not be talking to each other which

may be reducing efficiency, productivity or accuracy or

increasing costs of people, hours or customer complaints. 

Don’t allow yourself as a leader to be kept in the dark simply

because your employees don’t want to tell you bad news or

something they think you won’t like.  Be the leader who gets in

there to understand what’s going on and work with your

employees to solve problems, make things better, remove

obstacles and take advantage of opportunities to take things to

a higher level or create the next best iteration of your product

or service.  
 

Listen and Learn, 
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